Abstract. The increasing availabilities of tracking devices, including mobile devices and sports trackers with heart-rate monitors, accelerometers and GPS receivers, have increased the interest in developing fitness applications. The aims of these applications are to improve the motivations of athletes during training, as to track the histories of their sports activities, to advise the type of training for the future, and even to share this information with friends on social networks. This study proposes a novel method for analyzing the time series data gathered from a single athlete over an extensive time period of training. Using this method, the transformed time series data are exploited by a sequential pattern mining algorithm, then the novel trend of interestingness measures are calculated for discovering sequential patterns and finally these patterns are visualized. Essentially, the main novelty of the proposed method is significance testing for trends that serve as interestingness measures for mined sequential patterns. As a result, two types of trend plots together with glyph-based sequence charts are provided to trainers for determining the progresses of their athletes based on time periods of several months. Beside the trainers, this algorithm is also useful for amateur athletes usually preparing without trainers.
Introduction
Analyzing performance during sports training has always been a very complex process. Over past centuries the trainers have been the persons preparing athletes for competitions and tournaments. These trainers have been very experienced persons with broad theoretical backgrounds about sports training but always getting into difficulties when the progresses of the athletes' forms need to be monitored because they did not have any possibilities for manually dealing with these data [1] . In line with the progression of mobile and ubiquitous technologies, new possibilities have emerged for smarter sports training [2] . The primary advantage of these technologies is that they enable an athlete to store information about his training activities in so-named Training Center XML (TCX) files suitable for further analyses. These data are represented as time series of data points measured at non-uniform time intervals and contain information about the movement of an athlete during his/her sports activities. This tracked information consists of the current position, heart-rate, speed, and time stamp. The current position measured by Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers [3] are expressed according to the altitude, longitude, and latitude. These data may also be used for predicting half-marathon race time [4] , where running speed is required during training.
Data gained from the tracker devices can serve for extensive analyses by trainers. For instance, the heartrate is one of the main indicators for an athlete's endurance [5] . When used in conjunction with the duration of the training, it can be used as an indicator of the training intensity. Higher heart-rate over a specific period of time means higher intensity of training. This measure is suitable during interval training that represents highly intensive training with rest periods in between. On the other hand, decline in the heart-rate during a specific time period is one of the indicators for successfully implementing programs of endurance training by trainers. However, the heart-rate is related to the performances of an athlete. When this measure is increased after maximum effort, it can be an indicator of tiredness. In contrast, gradually decreasing the heartrate at rest by an athlete can indicate that the endurance training program has been implemented well by trainer.
This type of training has a great impact on heartrate deviation. Heart-rate deviation is the deviation of the heart rate from the average heart rate over a specific time interval. This can be calculated from the time series of heart-rates to be used as attributes for sequential pattern mining. When an athlete's heart-rate is constant, although higher during the whole training period, the heart-rate deviation is close to zero. This means, the athlete is in good form and therefore ready for competitions. On the other hand, any fluctuation of the heart-rate which relates to a high-level of heart-rate standard deviation, can indicate either a lesser trained athlete or a well-trained athlete performing interval training.
Unfortunately, the problem arises when one wants to visualize the gathered data in TCX files so that they become appropriate for trainers either to identify the current form of an athlete or to serve as an indicator of an athlete's progress. Most of the related studies based on visualizing the heart-rate from TCX files, e.g., data obtained either from running races as proposed by Oliveira et al. [6] or analyzing real-time sports performances, as proposed by Legg et al. [7] .
The purpose of the proposed interdisciplinary study was to discover interesting sequential patterns from the time series data induced by the training of a professional cyclist and visualizing them in the form of glyphbased sequence charts together with daily and duration trend plots, in order to make them user-friendly. Thus, the daily trend represents a normalized number of days, where an interesting sequential pattern occurs at least once, whilst the duration trend represents the normalized time coverage of the interesting sequential pattern aggregated by months. Normalized number of days means the proportion of days when the pattern appears with regard to all training days in each month. Normalized time coverage relates to the proportion of time when a pattern appears with regard to all training time in a month. Interesting sequential patterns are measured by significance testing of trends, the results of which represents an interestingness measure. In line with this, a permutation test was used to test the difference in sequential pattern occurrence between the first half and the second half of the observed time period. The duration and daily trend plots based on several months add additional information to the discovered sequential patterns. The professional trainers can use the proposed method to monitor the athlete's progress . In addition to sports trainers, amateur athletes may also use the proposed method in order to analyze their sport activities because this can increase their motivation [8, 9] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the field of sequential pattern mining. Section 3 begins with a description of sports trackers and related work . Section 4 proposes the method for analyzing the sports activities using the novel interestingness measures. Section 5 presents the experiments and results showing the interesting sequential patterns for the more significant trends. Section 6 discusses meanings for some of the sequential patterns. Section 7 concludes the study and provides some directions for future research.
Sequential pattern mining
This section introduces a short survey of sequential pattern mining methods. Market-basket sequential pattern mining arose in the year 1995 [10] when Agrawal and Srikant extended their research of frequent association rule mining [11, 12] . Market-basket analysis means to mine interesting patterns within customers' purchases, where the purchases of transactions consist of products called items. Sequential pattern mining is to discover all sequential patterns with predefined minimum support within a database of transactions where transaction times and customer identities are present regarding the transactions. Suppose we have a database D that is a set of transactions {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t j } and set of items I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i k }. Each transaction has customer id, transaction time and item-set X ⊂ I. The quantity of items within the item-set is unknown, only information about the item's presence. The size of item-set |X| is the number of items within the item-set. Database D has as many sequences as the number of unique customer ids. A sequence s = < s 1 In 1995, Agrawal and Srikant [10] proposed three algorithms for the problem of mining sequential patterns: AprioriAll, AprioriSome and DynamicSome. In [13] , a new algorithm "Generalized Sequential Patterns (GSP)" is proposed which performs much faster and is generalized to solve a wider range of problems. Time constraints have been added that specify minimum and maximum time periods between adjacent elements within a pattern, a sliding-time window has been introduced that allows for items within an element of a sequential pattern to be present within two different transactions, and taxonomies have been considered. The proposed method is based on the generation of candidates that is followed by pruning, where frequent sequences of length k are used to generate k + 1 length sequences. Masseglia et al. [14] continued their work and proposed a new algorithm PSP based on GSP but by efficiently storing candidates and sequences. Han et al. [15] introduced FreeSpan which significantly reduces candidate subsequence generation with the use of projected sequence databases. Pei et al. [16] improved FreeSpan and further reduced candidate generation with the proposed algorithm PrefixSpan, which examined only the prefix subsequences and projects only their corresponding postfix subsequences into projected databases. Zaki [17] proposed SPADE that improves the sequence mining task by reducing the database scans needed to find all the frequent sequential patterns to only three. Ayres et al. [18] presented Sequential PAttern Mining (SPAM) and further improved mining sequential patterns, especially when sequential patterns within that database are very long. SPAM uses a depth-first search, with a vertical bitmap representation of the database. Such representation is extremely efficient for support counting but is quite space inefficient in comparison to SPADE. SPAM was further improved by Yang et al. [19] with LAst Position INduction Sequential PAttern Mining (LAPIN-SPAM) which exploits the fact that if an item's last position is smaller than the current prefix position, the item can not appear behind the current prefix within the same sequence. Many other sequential pattern mining algorithms have emerged which are optimised only for mining closed sequential patterns [20] [21] [22] .
The presence of several algorithms for mining sequential patterns bears witness to its importance in many applications. Pitman et al. [23] extended the BiDirectional Extension (BIDE) algorithm [21] for landing page personalization and product recommendation within the e-commerce domain. Baralis et al. [24] proposed an approach based on the extraction of frequent closed sequences for analyzing the exam log data of diabetic patients in order to identify those sets of exams that are frequently done together and the sequences of exam sets frequently performed by patients. Yung-Piao et al. [25] presented a model for predicting the stocktrend based on a combination of sequential chart pattern, K-Means [26] , and the AprioriAll [10] algorithm. They used only attribute price for mining sequential patterns. The correlation between sequential patterns was used to predict the movement of shares (up or down). In our case, we mine sequential patterns, using multiple attributes. The proposed new interestingness measure is then used to rank mined patterns, which can be used for monitoring the progress of the athlete. Yap et al. [27] introduced a personalized sequential pattern mining-based recommendation framework and Competence Score measure for improving next-item recommendation for the target user. Concaro et al. [28] exploited the SPAM [18] algorithm over the Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS) [29] database, in order to find frequent sequential patterns of diagnoses shared by US hospitals. Hu et al. [30] introduced three constraints -compactness, repetition and recency -and considered them jointly with frequency in selecting sequential patterns. Their method is useful in extracting sequential patterns within a B2B environment.
Sports trackers and sport activities
Sports trackers are mobile devices that enable users to track data during their sports activities. Actually, they are a combination of hardware and software. The hardware of these mobile devices consists of miscellaneous sensors, whilst the software is comprised of an operating system and applications. Several applications have already been developed in order to track the sports activities e.g., Endomondo, Runtastic. However, sport tracking is not just limited to mobile devices only. There are also more domain-specific devices dedicated to professional as well as amateur athletes. For example, Garmin developed a special sport devices named Forerunner, shown in Fig. 1 , that are tailored as watches appropriate for wearing by athletes during their sports activities. Such sports watches have many useful functions, e.g., measuring the duration of a training session, average heart-rates, wasted calories, and the movements of an athlete's temperature during the sports activities. Speed is tracked by the GPS receivers. Trackers usually save data in TCX files, which are also becoming popular within the research community [6] . An example of the TCX file is shown in Fig. 2 .
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the TCX file contains a set of tracked points embraced by tags Trackpoint ... /Trackpoint which consists of data, like: the time-stamp, the latitude (in degrees), the longitude (in degrees), the altitude (in meters), the distance from the last measured position (in meters), the heartrate (in beats per minute) and the speed (in meters per second). All the mentioned data representing features in this study are presented as bold in the figure.
With the mass production of wearable mobile devices, ubiquitous computing is also becoming important within the field of sports analytics. A related study was proposed by Oliveira et al. [6] , where heart-rate temporal information in TCX data obtained from a single race was visualized for comparisons between multiple runners. Legg et al. [7] analyzed the real-time sports performances of matches and visualized them within an interactive glyph-based chart. Li et al. [31] , thus proposing the idea of using ubiquitous computing technology for creating a comprehensive system that monitors people's exercise habits and health and provides information for motivating and helping them tailor their activities. A MObile PErsonal Trainer (MOPET) was proposed by Buttussi et al. [8] . The MOPET is a wearable system based on real-time data coming from sensors, providing expert knowledge and a periodically updated user model. It motivates users and provides safety and health advice whilst alternating jogging and fitness exercises during outdoor environments. Tapia et al. [32] presented an algorithm for real-time recognition of physical activities and their intensities using five triaxial wireless accelerometers and a wireless heart-rate monitor. Wylie et al. [33] presented a general health monitoring software for mobile phones called Heart Angle with the purpose of helping users monitor, record, and improve their fitness levels through built-in cardiorespiratory tests, a location tracking application for analyzing heart-rate exertion over time and location. Pernek et al. [34] predicted heart-rate during a sport activity using different combinations of acceleration features on a smart phone device. Reddy et al. [35] presented Biketastic, a platform for cyclists where participants can share routes, ride statistics, sense information to infer route roughness and noise, and media that documents the cyclist's experience when cycling. Speed and location information is obtained using a GPS sensor and the physical dynamics of the route are documented using an accelerometer and microphone so road roughness and noise level along a route can be inferred.
Analyzing the sequential patterns' trends for cycling
This section introduces a novel method for analyzing the sequential patterns in TCX data obtained by professional cyclists over longer periods of time. However, this method can usefully be also applied for other sports' disciplines, where TCX data can be produced. Sequential patterns' temporal information need to be analyzed in order to explore sequential patterns' trends, which can reflect a cyclist's form progression over a longer period of time. Some preprocessing is necessary before preparing the data for sequential pattern mining. Our proposed method is focused on discovering the sequential patterns with increasing and decreasing trends. This means, the sequential pattern has an increasing trend when it occurs more frequently in the second half of the training period and has decreasing trend when it occurs more frequently in the first half of the training period. The proposed method consists of the following four phases:
1. transforming the data (preprocessing), 2. mining the sequential patterns on transformed data, 3. calculating the trends' interestingness measures for frequent sequential patterns and 4. visualizing interesting sequential patterns for increasing and decreasing trends.
The remainder of this paper illustrates these phases in detail.
Transforming the data
This subsection proposes a transformation process for preparing the data in TXC format to be appropriate for sequential pattern mining.
Initially, cycling data within TCX format are grouped according to the days of creation. For each day, activity data are divided into certain predetermined intervals (e.g., 5 min), during which features are identified. The following features are taken into account due to their availabilities, in this study: a cycling speed (Speed), a heart-rate (HR), and an altitude (Alt).
However, different values of the mentioned features can be extracted from the TCX files. In line with this, characteristics of these features are determined using the standard statistical measurements, like average (avg), minimum (min) and maximum values (max), and standard deviation (stdev). For instance, the feature Speed is fully determined by its minimum (min.Speed), Selection of the discretization method is essential for sequential pattern mining. In this study, the features are discretized into three levels of equal-frequencies [36] , i.e., each level contains the same number of values. The discretization by equal-frequency prevent little or too much instances in one of the category, because the distribution of values for each feature (e.g., heart-rate) is not uniform. In such a case the prevalent category (e.g., min.HR= [37, 93] ) would therefore almost always occurs in mined sequential patterns. An example of discretized features with levels and intervals are illustrated in Table 1 . Fig. 3 shows an example of transformed data, where each of the first two five minute intervals and some of the features' values can be seen for the N-training days. Data in this form are ready for the next phase of the proposed method.
Mining the sequential patterns in the transformed data
In this phase, the sequential pattern mining algorithm is applied to the transformed data. The sequential pattern mining algorithm requires the following parameters:
-minimal support, -maximal size of the elements within a sequence, -minimal and maximal size of the sequence, and -maximal gap between elements in the sequence.
The characteristics of the parameters are as follows. Too small a support can lead to sequential patterns with lower p-value due to the lack of its occurrence in one half of trend vector. Here, the p-value obtained as a result of the permutation test and, is explained later in the section, represents a trend interestingness measure for sequential patterns. The minimal size of the sequence ensures the mining of sequential patterns, whilst sequential patterns of length 1 are actually those item-sets which can be obtained by other mining algorithms (e.g. Apriori [10] ). The maximal sequential pattern length represents the upper boundary limiting the execution time of sequential pattern mining. The maximal gap between events within the sequence is set to 1, which means that the rest periods in the sequence are excluded.
Indeed, the days are considered as time sequences and five minute intervals as events. Rest periods of more than 30 seconds are noted as time periods of length 2 between events. In line with this, events in sequential patterns are set to be adjacent (maximal gap between two adjacent events set to 1), i.e., mined sequential patterns do not include rest periods of more than 30 seconds. As a result, the discovered sequential patterns are candidates for further analysis. An example of discovered sequential pattern in raw text format and its support is shown in Fig. 4 .
As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the cyclist had the first five minutes heart-rate standard deviation at interval [5.8, 13.5 
Calculating the trend interestingness measures for frequent sequential patterns
This subsection introduces the essential part of sequential patterns analysis, the novel interestingness measures, which are the important contribution in ranking sequential patterns.
During this phase, trend interestingness measures are calculated for all the sequential patterns. Here, training data are grouped by months. As a result, each monthly report contains the number of days where the specific sequential pattern occurred and the total number of its occurrences during the whole analysis. Indeed, two different trends are identified: duration and daily. The former is expressed as a normalized total time of the sequential pattern occurrences, whilst the latter as the normalized number of days, where this pattern occurs.
Let sp denote a sequential pattern, k the number of training months, t sp a sequential pattern duration (e.g., 15 min), t i total training time in month i, d i the number of days in a month i, f i (sp) frequency of sp in month i, f i j (sp) frequency of sp in j-th day of i-th month and supp i (sp) a support of sequential pattern sp in month i, where a day is considered as a sequence, in this study. The duration trend vector − → dut is based on the fact that a sequential pattern can occur more than once within a sequence, in other words 
Normalized duration of sp in i-th month is defined as
whilst the duration trend vector as
On the other hand, the daily trend vector is defined as − → dat = supp 1 (sp), supp 2 (sp), . . . , supp k (sp) .
For both trend vectors, − → dut and − → dat, a one-tailed permutation test is performed for each sequential pattern. Months with a lack of training days are excluded from the permutation test in order to prevent undesirable influence on the calculation. The permutation test is performed using 10,000 permutations, where the difference between the sample means of the first half and the second half of the trend vector was tested. The null hypothesis states that the mean of one half of the trend vector is not bigger than the other half. A calculated p-value obtained as the result of the permutation test represents a significance value between the sequential pattern occurrence in the first half and the second half of a training period (expressed in months). Thus, p-value trend interestingness measure is defined obtained as the result of a permutation test.
Computational complexity for calculating the novel interestingness measure for one sequential pattern depends on the number of training days d and is O(d). It is then calculated for all n sequential patterns returned by an algorithm of sequential pattern mining. Overall computational complexity for calculating the interestingness measures for all n sequential patterns is therefore O(n · d).
An example of temporal trends regarding the sequential pattern occurrences can be seen on the diagrams in Fig. 5 , where the decreasing duration trend and increasing daily trend are shown, together with the p-values. In this example, the fifth and sixth months of training are excluded from the calculation, as the cyclist in each of them trained only one day. The permutation test is performed between the first four months and the last five months.
Visualizing the interesting sequential patterns for increasing and decreasing trends
Finally, the interesting sequential patterns with their temporal trends are visualized. In this study, we considered lower p-value as the more interesting because it clearly reflects the change of sequential pattern occurrence over time. For sequential pattern visualization, we propose a sequence chart with bars reflecting low, medium and high levels of attributes. In fact, this sequence chart is the glyph-based visualization method as introduced in [37] . Glyphs are graphical entities suitable for the visualization of attributes and data values [38, 39] , and thus improve user's experience.
The symbols used for variables and levels on the sequence charts are shown in Fig. 6 , where the levels' symbols are represented for low, medium, and high intensity levels, and the symbols for variables are shown the cyclist's speed (maximum speed, speed standard deviation, average speed), its heart-rate (maximum heart-rate, minimum heart-rate, average heart-rate, heart-rate standard deviation), and its altitude standard deviation. An example of a sequence chart representing the sequential pattern from Fig. 4 , is shown in Fig. 7 . Here the levels are taken from Table 1 . As can be seen from the figure, the cyclist had a first 5 minutes heartrate standard deviation at the medium level, the next 5 minutes average speed at the low level, and the last 5 minutes altitude standard deviation at the high level.
Experiments and results
The aim of our experimental work was to show that sequential pattern mining could also be useful on non market-basket types of data, which is not as trivial for discovering sequential patterns. Data analysis is performed on the basis of data gathered by a real cyclist using the Garmin Forerunner sports watch over a longer period of time (e.g., one year). The purpose of the experiments was to show that these cycling data can be used with the sequential pattern mining algorithm to discover interesting sequential patterns during training data. The proposed method was experimentally applied to the TCX dataset in order to discover the sequential patterns with the more significant trends, i.e., with the lowest trend interestingness measure. Only speed, heart-rate, altitude, and time attributes were selected for the mining process. Such sequential patterns together with trend plots are suitable for determining the form progress of a cyclist during the training period.
The parameters during the experiments were set as follows. The minimal support was set at 0.3, the maximal size of the elements within a sequence at 3, the minimal and maximal sizes of sequence at 3 and 10, respectively, and the maximal gap between elements in the sequence at 1. This means that rest periods in the sequences are excluded. All parameters were determined empirically in order to produce promising results on the selected datasets (61,046 sequential patterns were discovered for the selected parameters). In the experiments, the real TCX datasets obtained from professional cyclist between the 4th of July 2011 and 24th of May 2012 were taken into account.
For data processing, we used language R [40] of Version 3.0.2 with the packages arulesSequences 0.2-6 [41] that implements SPADE with constraints, arules 1.1-5 [42] for the purpose of discretization, zoo 1.7-11 [43] for time and date transformation, stats 3.0.2 [40] for linear model estimation, and sqldf 0.4-7.1 [44] for more convenient data manipulation. Experiments were conducted on the MS Windows 7 operating system.
Variables in the dataset were discretized by equalfrequency as shown in Table 2 . In fact, four experiments were conducted in which the sequential patterns were searched for:
-the more significantly increasing duration trends, -the more significantly increasing daily trends, -the more significantly decreasing duration trends, and -the more significantly decreasing daily trends.
In each of the experiments justification for one sequential pattern was provided. The other sequential patterns were interpreted the same within each experiment. The following interpretations for all four types of patterns applied. Sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing duration trends represent patterns which are hard to keep the more often during training time. Sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing daily trends represent patterns which are hard to achieve only once during the whole training day. On the other hand, sequential patterns with the more significantly decreasing duration trends represent patterns for which we need several months of training to maintain them less frequently. Similarity applies for those sequential patterns with the more decreasing daily trend, when it is difficult to eliminate them during the training day. Duration trends and daily trends can also be interpreted together. If the significantly increasing duration trend is more significant than the increasing daily trend, this means that is easier to achieve this sequential pattern once than several times per training day at the initial beginning of the training period.
In the next subsections, those typical sequential patterns are presented that were discovered during tests.
Sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing duration trends
In this experiment, we mined for sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing duration trends, which are normally hard to keep at the same level. The results are presented in Table 3 , where the top three sequential patterns (i.e., S1, S2, and S3) of a size of at least 3 and the more significantly increasing duration trends are shown. Fig. 8 shows a sequential pattern S3, where in the first five minutes the cyclist contained low level of minimal heart-rate, the second five minutes had a medium a level of average heart-rate, and the third five minutes medium level of maximal heart-rate as well as high level of minimal heart-rate. This sequential pattern occurred in 35.25% of the training days as determined by support value from Table 3 . In Fig. 9 , the trend plots for sequential pattern S3 can be seen, where it is noticed that this sequential pattern never appeared during the fifth and sixth months, namely in November and December, due to lack of training. These two months were not considered when calculating the trend interestingness measure. The increasing trend shows that the sequential pattern S3 typically describes the progress of the cyclist. The increasing daily trend represents a trend where the pattern occurs at least once over more and more training days. The increasing duration trend represents a trend where the pattern occurs more and more during the whole training time. Therefore in the case where the duration trend is more significant than the daily trend it is easier to achieve S3 once during a training day. Several months of training is required to achieve S3 more than once in the training day. The third five minutes interval is especially interesting because it contains the medium level of maximal heart-rate as well as high level of minimal heart-rate at the same time. Consequently the cyclist kept his/her heart-rate in that interval within the range of 116-159. This sequential pattern indicates decreasing of the heart-rate that is typically for athletes in training.
Sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing daily trends
The goal of this experiment was to discover the sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing daily trends that is typically hard to achieve, in practice. The results of the experiments are presented in Table 4 , where the top three sequential patterns (i.e., S4, S5, and S6) of size at least 3 with the more significantly increasing daily trends are shown.
In Fig. 10 a sequential pattern S4 is shown, where during the first five minutes a cyclist contained a high level of heart-rate standard deviation and also a medium level of average heart-rate, the second five minutes had a high level of heart-rate standard deviation and a high level of speed standard deviation, and the third five minutes a high level of average heart-rate. Fig. 11 shows the trend plots for sequential pattern S4. Typically, this sequential pattern appears during later period of trainings, when the specific cyclist is near to his/her optimal form. This sequential pattern is typical for interval training which contains high levels of heart-rate standard deviation and high levels of speed standard deviation. 
Sequential patterns with the more significantly decreasing duration trends
The aim of this experiment was to discover sequential patterns with the more significantly decreasing duration trends that are typically hard to maintain less frequently. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 5 , where the top three sequential patterns (i.e., S7, S8, and S9) of sizes at least 3 with the more significantly decreasing duration trends are shown.
Sequential pattern S7 is shown in Fig. 13 , where during the first five minutes, the altitude standard deviation was at medium level, the second five minutes the cyclist had a low level of heart-rate standard deviation, and the third five minutes had a low level of maximal speed, speed standard deviation and also heart-rate standard deviation. Fig. 12 contains the trend plots for sequential pattern S7. Typically, this sequential pattern appears less within training days after a lot of training activity. This sequential pattern is typical for untrained athletes on steady state training, where low levels of speed standard deviation and also low levels of heart-rate standard deviation normally occur.
Sequential patterns with the more significantly decreasing daily trends
In this experiment, we looked for the sequential patterns with the more significantly decreasing daily trends, which are hard to avoid, in practice. The results of the experiments are presented in Table 6 , where the top three sequential patterns (i.e., S10, S11, and S12) of sizes at least 3 with the more significantly decreasing daily trends are shown.
The sequential pattern S12 is shown in Fig. 15 , where during the first five minutes, the cyclist had a low level of heart-rate standard deviation, next five minutes he had a low level of maximal speed as well as a low level of speed standard deviation, and the next five minutes a low level of heart-rate standard deviation. Fig. 14 shows the trend plot for sequential pattern S12. This sequential pattern appears within less training days and also less within each training day after a lot of training activity. Typically, this sequential pattern is characteristic of untrained athletes because it contains low levels of maximal speed, low levels of speed standard deviation, as well as low levels of heart-rate standard deviation. In contrast, a high level of maximal speed or speed standard deviation is characteristics of trained athletes.
Discussion
In our study the TCX data obtained by a single cyclist collected over several months were used to mine frequent sequential patterns. Duration and daily trend interestingness measures were proposed and some sequential patterns with the more significantly increasing and decreasing trends were visualized and interpreted. The trend analysis during this study was based on the idea of discovering the trends as proposed in [45] , where trends for interestingness measures of association rules were contrasted between different subgroups of patients. The sequential patterns discovered with the proposed technique are interesting for sports analysts and are promising.
After six-months of regular endurance training of moderate intensity the decrease of heart-rate is common and evident [46] . The decrease indicates that the heart has achieved higher endurance through training [46] . A trained heart performs less work with lowering heart-rate but altering stroke volumes for the same absolute workload. Such adaptation occurs because of certain training induced changes of cardiac function and the autonomic system. Carter et al. [47] explained that heart-rate is controlled by an autonomic nervous system with parasympathetic and sympathetic activities [48] . Sympathetic activity is dominant during rest and short-term training and leads to increase in heart-rate. Long-term endurance training enhances parasympathetic activity which decreases heart-rate. Endurance trained athletes have a decreased submaximal exercise heart-rate due to reduced sympathetic activity and increased parasympathetic activity for a given sub-maximal work.
A sequential pattern S3, which had significantly increasing duration trend (p-value = 0.0025) is a good indicator of heart function adaptation. The decrease in minimal heart-rate in the first five minutes of the sequential pattern indicates a more economical response during less strenuous exercise. The second five minutes interval indicates the middle level of average heart-rate; however the third five minutes interval shows the high level of minimal heart-rate and the middle level of maximal heart-rate (116-159 BPM). In moderately high-intensity exercise, adaptation of the heart function leads to non extreme peaks in heart-rate that is more typical for trained athletes.
A sequential pattern S10, which has significantly decreasing daily trend (p-value = 0.0033) is therefore less and less common. The first and third five minutes intervals contain low levels of heart-rate standard deviation and the second five minutes interval contains low levels of maximal speed. This pattern is typical for non-adapted heart and non-trained athletes.
Conclusion
In the presented work, sports data obtained using a tracking device and heart-rate monitor were used for discovering interesting sequential patterns and the novel trend interestingness measure p-value was introduced obtained as a result of permutation test. Duration and daily temporal trends have been presented together with sequence charts to present sequential patterns for users in more convenient and user-friendly ways. Daily trend with a significantly increasing trend characterizes the sequential pattern which is hard to achieve. On the other hand, the duration trend with a significantly increasing trend characterizes the sequential pattern which is more often hard to maintain, but not necessarily hard to achieve for beginners.
This information may be useful for trainers when monitoring the progress of an athlete. According to the progress, trainers may decide if their athletes are prepared for a competition. Their mined significant sequential pattern should contain items typical for profession athletes (e.g. significantly increasing trends for sequential patterns contain middle levels of average heart-rate). Amateur and hobby athletes may use the presented technique for analyzing their progress, to share sport results with friends and compare these with others, which could motivate them to be more concerned about sports activities [9] . Finally, the proposed technique can also be applied to other sports where wearable tracking and other mobile devices can be applied e.g., skiing, football, basketball, hockey, motor sports and even swimming [49] .
More features can be selected for further research, e.g., calories burned, ambient temperature, humidity. The idea of sliding windows might be considered to discover sequential patterns not only over predetermined intervals. More data from different professional users could be analyzed and significant sequential patterns typical for them would be mined. The same sequential patterns for different users could be compared according to their trends, where common attribute intervals need to be determined.
